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Changa Bell's journey in mindfulness and well-being is a testament to the power
of transformation and the resilience of the human spirit. As the driving force
behind the Black Male Yoga Initiative, Changa has dedicated himself to uplifting
communities through yoga, promoting holistic health, and reshaping narratives
surrounding black men and well-being.

Raised amidst a rich tapestry of African-American heritage, Changa's approach
to mindfulness is unique. He seamlessly bridges the wisdom of ancient African
spiritual traditions with the tenets of modern-day mindfulness practices. His
teachings echo the harmonious blend of history, spirituality, and self-awareness,
deeply rooted in a commitment to community and cultural empowerment.

Beyond yoga, Changa is an accomplished motivational speaker, infusing his talks
with insights drawn from his life experiences and broad knowledge base. As a
certified life coach from Georgetown University, his methodologies reflect an
integrative approach, fostering positive change in the lives of his students and
mentees.

The Dreamtime Journal is a manifestation of Changa's dedication to self-
exploration and growth. Drawing inspiration from the vast reservoir of global
dream traditions and interpretations, this journal offers readers a window into
the realm of their subconscious. With a deep appreciation for the healing power
of dreams, Changa endeavors to guide readers on their journey towards self-
understanding and connection.

In all his pursuits, Changa Bell remains a beacon of inspiration, highlighting the
beauty of cultural heritage and the profound depth of human potential.

About the Author.



This Dreamtime Journal and its contents are intended for personal reflection
and exploration. The interpretations and insights provided within are for
general informational purposes and are not a substitute for professional advice
or treatment. Readers are encouraged to use the journal as a tool for self-
discovery, but it is essential to understand the following:

No Professional Advice: The content of this journal does not constitute and
should not be considered as psychological, medical, therapeutic, or any
professional advice. Always seek the advice of a qualified professional with any
questions you may have regarding your well-being or mental health.

Personal Interpretation: Dreams are personal experiences, and their meanings
can vary widely depending on individual life circumstances. The interpretations
offered in this journal are general and may not resonate or apply to everyone.

Assumption of Risk: By using this journal, the reader acknowledges and
accepts all risks and responsibilities for their actions and decisions, whether
they arise directly or indirectly from any information gleaned from this journal.

No Guarantees: While the content of this journal is intended to be informative,
there are no guarantees of any specific outcome or result.

Not a Therapist or Psychologist: Changa Bell is a certified Life Coach and is 
not a licensed therapist, psychologist, or medical professional. The guidance
provided in this journal stems from cultural, historical, and general
perspectives on dream interpretation and should not replace professional
therapeutic or medical insights.

By continuing to engage with this Dreamtime Journal, the reader acknowledges
and agrees to the terms outlined in this disclaimer. Remember, dreams are a
deeply personal experience, and it is always beneficial to approach them with
an open mind and heart.

Disclaimer.
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Dreams have always been a source of mystery, insight,
and connection throughout history. They serve as a
bridge between our conscious lives and the deep,
often unexplored regions of our subconscious. When
we dream, we journey into a realm where time, logic,
and physical constraints dissipate, allowing our
innermost thoughts, fears, desires, and intuitions to
manifest in imaginative and often profound ways.

The Importance of Dreams: Dreams act as our mind's
natural way of processing emotions, understanding
daily experiences, and sometimes even foreseeing
potential future events. Throughout history, many
cultures believed dreams to be messages from the
divine or omens of things to come. While we might not
always understand them immediately, dreams can
provide clarity on issues we might be ignoring or
suppressing in our waking lives.

Introduction



Potential Meanings: The symbols, characters, and
scenarios in our dreams often carry deeper meanings.
These dream elements can be personal or draw from
universal archetypes. For instance, water might
symbolize emotion, a flying dream might signify a
desire for freedom or escape, or a school setting might
indicate unresolved anxieties or feelings about one's
past. The key is to interpret these symbols in the
context of one's personal life and emotions.

Purpose of This Journal: This Dreamtime Journal is
designed to be your personal companion in unraveling
the intricate web of your dream world. By
documenting and reflecting on your dreams, you can
start to discern patterns, gain insights, and achieve a
deeper understanding of yourself. The act of writing
itself can also enhance dream recall, allowing you to
dive deeper into your subconscious mind with each
passing night.

Embrace this journey of self-discovery and let the
Dreamtime Journal guide you in unearthing the hidden
treasures within your dreams.



“Dreams are not just the product of our sleeping
minds. They are windows into other worlds, other
dimensions, and other times. They are messages

from our ancestors and from the spirit world.
Dreams can warn us of danger, guide us on our

path, and help us to heal.”
-Credo Mutwa
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"Dreams are the way that the spirit world
communicates with us. They are a way for our

ancestors to guide us and to help us. Dreams are
also a way for us to learn about ourselves and our

place in the world."

-Malidoma Patrice Somé
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DAY WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

1
Describe a place in
your dream that felt
strangely familiar.

Describe any water
bodies and your
interaction with

them.

Describe the weather
and its impact on the

dream's mood.

Were you the main
character or an

observer?

2

Who was with you in
the dream? How did

you feel around
them?

Were there any
repetitive patterns or

symbols?

Were you the main
character or an

observer?

Note any tastes or
scents. Were they
pleasant or off-

putting?

3
Did any colors stand

out? What might
they symbolize?

Did the dream evoke
memories of your

past?

Note any tastes or
scents. Were they
pleasant or off-

putting?

Did the dream align
with recent life

events?

4
Recall a conversation
you had. What was

its essence?

Note any music or
sounds. Were they
calming or jarring?

Did you have any
superpowers? How
did you use them?

Were you in a
familiar setting or
somewhere new?

5

Was there a
predominant

emotion? Dive deep
into it.

Did you have any
superpowers? How
did you use them?

Were there doors or
gateways? Where

did they lead?

Recall any challenges
faced. How did you

overcome them?

6
Were there animals
present? What roles

did they play?

Were there doors or
gateways? Where

did they lead?

Any written signs or
books? What did

they convey?

Describe the ending.
Was it clear or did it

fade away?

7
Did you experience

flying or falling?
Elaborate.

Any written signs or
books? What did

they convey?

Describe the weather
and its impact on the

dream's mood.

Were there any
animals present?

What did they do?
What did they do to

you?

MONTHLY DREAM OVERVIEW



Daily Dream
Entry

DATE & TIME SLEEP LOCATION

DREAM RECALL A few lines to summarize the dream as soon as you wake up.



Daily Dream
Entry
SYMBOLS AND
THEMES

FEELINGS &
EMOTIONS: 

A section for noting recurring symbols, characters, or
themes in the dream.

A space to document the emotional response to the
dream.



Daily Dream
Entry

INTERPRETATIONS: 

ACTIONABLE
INSIGHTS:

An area where users can jot down what they think the
dream might signify or any insights.

A section for any actions the user might want to take
based on the dream.



Keep a Consistent Sleep Schedule:

Limit Distractions: 

Stay in Sleep Position: 

Set a Clear Intention:

Document IMMEDIATELY.

Mindful Morning Routine:

Before drifting off to sleep, tell yourself, "I will
remember my dreams tonight." This conscious
intention-setting primes your mind to be
receptive to dream memories upon waking.

Establishing a regular sleep pattern helps regulate your
REM (rapid eye movement) sleep cycles—the stage of
sleep where vivid dreams occur. The more consistent your
sleep schedule, the more likely you'll be to remember
dreams.

The moments just after waking are crucial for

dream recall. Keep distractions at bay—avoid

immediately reaching for your phone or getting

caught up in the day's tasks

Keep your Dreamtime Journal and a pen on your

bedside table. Write down any dream snippets,

feelings, or impressions as soon as you wake up,

even if they seem trivial. As you jot things down, you

might find more details emerging.

Cultivate a morning routine that includes a few
moments of mindfulness, like deep breathing or
meditation. 

Upon waking, try to remain in the same position
you woke up in. Changing positions or moving too
quickly can make dream memories evaporate. Lie
still, and let the dream narrative come back to
you.

T
ip
s.

Dream Recall
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Daily Dream
Entry

DATE & TIME SLEEP LOCATION

DREAM RECALL A few lines to summarize the dream as soon as you wake up.



Daily Dream
Entry
SYMBOLS AND
THEMES

FEELINGS &
EMOTIONS: 

A section for noting recurring symbols, characters, or
themes in the dream.

A space to document the emotional response to the
dream.



Daily Dream
Entry

INTERPRETATIONS: 

ACTIONABLE
INSIGHTS:

An area where users can jot down what they think the
dream might signify or any insights.

A section for any actions the user might want to take
based on the dream.



"Dreams are the
guiding words of the
soul. Why should I
henceforth not love my
dreams and not make
their riddling images
into objects of my daily
consideration?"Carl Jung
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Each night,

myand lighting 

path

my

dreams
guide
me, 

revealing truths

daily journal
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Water:
Western Interpretation: Emotions, the subconscious, transformation.
African Interpretation: Ancestors and the spirit world, as many African cultures
believe water bodies are gateways to the ancestral realm.

Animals:
Western Interpretation: Instinctual feelings, behaviors, or reactions.
African Interpretation: Totems and guardians, with specific animals like the lion
symbolizing leadership and power.

Flying:
Western Interpretation: Desire for freedom, transcendence.

African Interpretation: Ancestral guidance, the journey of life and destiny.

African Interpretation: Spiritual connection, communication with ancestral spirits.
Houses/Buildings:

Western Interpretation: The self, aspects of one's personality.
African Interpretation: Family lineage, ancestry, and rootedness.

Forests/Trees:
Western Interpretation: Mystery, the unknown, natural aspects of life.
African Interpretation: Life, sustenance, connection to nature, and spirits residing
within trees.

Fire:
Western Interpretation: Transformation, passion, destruction.
African Interpretation: Spiritual energy, protection, cleansing, and guidance from
ancestors.

Snakes:
Western Interpretation: Healing, transformation, danger or threat.
African Interpretation: Life force, primal energy, ancestors.

Chains/Binding:
Western Interpretation: Feeling restricted, limited, or confined.
African Interpretation: Ancestral ties, lineage, and connections.

Mountains:
Western Interpretation: Challenges, overcoming obstacles, spiritual journey.
African Interpretation: Sacred spaces, dwelling of spirits, and a place of ritual.

Roads/Paths:
Western Interpretation: Journey, choices, life direction.

D R E A M  S Y M B O L S  G L O S S A R Y



Dream Moods (www.dreammoods.com): This is one of the
most popular online sources for dream interpretations. They
offer an extensive dictionary of dream symbols.

Dream Bible (www.dreambible.com): Another
comprehensive source for dream interpretations, offering
insights based on common symbols.

The Curious Dreamer (www.thecuriousdreamer.com): This
site offers a dream dictionary as well as tools and tips for
interpreting dreams.

What Is My Spirit Animal (www.whats-your-sign.com): This
website offers insights into various spirit animals, their
meanings, and symbolism.

Spirit Animal Info (www.spiritanimal.info): An expansive
resource for understanding spirit animals, their meanings,
and how to connect with them.

Shamanic Journey (www.shamanicjourney.com): This site
provides information on power animals, spirit animals, and
their significance in shamanic practices.

D R E A M  I N T E R P R E T A T I O N  W E B S I T E S

A N I M A L  T O T E M  &  S P I R I T  A N I M A L

http://www.dreammoods.com/
http://www.dreambible.com/
http://www.thecuriousdreamer.com/
http://www.whats-your-sign.com/
http://www.spiritanimal.info/
http://www.shamanicjourney.com/


National Dream Center
(www.nationaldreamcenter.com): This site combines
dream analysis with current events, examining how broader
societal trends might influence individual dreams

Dream Moods (www.dreammoods.com): An extensive
online dream dictionary that offers interpretations for a vast
array of dream symbols.

Dream Dictionary (www.dreamdictionary.org): Another
useful online tool that breaks down numerous dream
symbols and potential meanings.

D R E A M  I N T E R P R E T A T I O N  W E B S I T E S



For culturally specific interpretations, especially related to
African spirituality, seeking out community elders or
practitioners of traditional African spiritual practices can
offer personalized insights. Moreover, some modern dream
workshops and retreats are increasingly incorporating
diverse cultural perspectives in their teachings.

*While these resources can provide guidance, personal
intuition, and introspection play a significant role in truly
understanding the unique messages conveyed through their
dreams. 

D R E A M  I N T E R P R E T A T I O N  A P P S

Dream Dictionary: An app providing an extensive list of
dream symbols and their interpretations, available for iOS.

Dreamboard: A digital dream journal app that also offers
interpretations of dream symbols.



Books

"Indaba, My Children" by Vusamazulu Credo
Mutwa: A profound collection of African myths
and cultural stories that delve into the spiritual
and intuitive understanding of the African
people. 

"Of Water and the Spirit: Ritual, Magic, and
Initiation in the Life of an African Shaman" by
Malidoma Patrice Somé: A first-person narrative
detailing Somé's experiences with both Western
culture and his return to Dagara traditions. 

"The Interpretation of Dreams" by Sigmund
Freud: Freud's exploration of the subconscious
through dreams and their significance in
understanding human psyche. 

"Memories, Dreams, Reflections" by Carl Jung:
An introspective look into the life and philosophy
of Carl Jung, emphasizing dream interpretation
and the collective unconscious. "Intuition:
Knowing Beyond Logic" by Osho: A deep dive into
the nature of intuition, exploring how individuals
can tap into their innate knowledge beyond the
confines of structured thought. 

"The Healing Wisdom of Africa: Finding Life
Purpose Through Nature, Ritual, and
Community" by Malidoma Patrice Somé: Insights
into African spirituality and the power of
community, nature, and ancestral connection.

 "Song of the Stars: The Lore of a Zulu Shaman"
by Vusamazulu Credo Mutwa: An exploration of
African spiritual traditions, lore, and practices
through the eyes of a respected Zulu shaman. R
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Books

"Dream Yoga: Illuminating Your Life Through
Lucid Dreaming and the Tibetan Yogas of Sleep"
by Andrew Holecek: A synthesis of Tibetan
Buddhist dream practices with modern lucid
dreaming techniques. 

"The World is as You Dream It: Shamanic
Teachings from the Amazon and Andes" by John
Perkins: A view into the spiritual practices and
worldviews of indigenous shamanic traditions of
the Amazon and Andes.

 "The Essential Jung: Selected and introduced by
Anthony Storr": A curated collection of Jung's
writings, offering a comprehensive overview of
his thoughts on dreams, archetypes, and the
collective unconscious.

"Dreams: Hidden Meanings and Secrets" by Ann
Faraday: A practical guide on interpreting
dreams, offering methods to decode and
understand them.

"Wherever You Go, There You Are" by Jon Kabat-
Zinn: A guide to mindfulness meditation, helping
readers to anchor themselves in the present
moment.

"The Art of Dreaming" by Carlos Castaneda:
Castaneda offers insights into the practices of
the shamans of the Americas and their
perspectives on dreaming and consciousness.

"Man and His Symbols" by Carl Jung - A deep
exploration of symbols, dreams, and the human
subconscious from a Jungian perspective.R
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To leave us
feedback click here.

https://forms.gle/TLrDCfdw1ZMDRDRu8

